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Abstract
Electroactive polymers (EAPs) generate highly non-linear deflections when they are
used as actuators, which are known as artificial muscles. Though several modelling
methods have been proposed before to understand their mechanical, chemical,
electrical behaviours or ‘electro-chemo-mechanical’ behaviour, estimating the whole
shape deflection of the EAP actuators has not been studied yet. Therefore, we report
on (i) an effective methodology to estimate these actuators’ whole shape deflection
by employing a soft robotic actuator/manipulator approach and (ii) an angle
optimization method, which we call AngleOPT, to accurately solve the EAP
actuators’ inverse kinematic problem. Laminated polypyrrole (PPy) EAP actuators
are employed to validate the soft robotic kinematic model which has more degrees of
freedom than its input. This follows that we have reduced a difficult problem to an
easy-to solve inverse kinematic problem (easier to solve) of a hyper-redundant soft
robotic system. A parametric estimation model is also proposed to predict the tip
coordinates of the actuators for a given voltage. The experimental and numerical
results are presented to demonstrate the efficacy of the methodology for estimating
the EAP actuators’ highly non-linear bending behaviour from the inverse kinematic
model. The proposed methodology can be extended to other type of smart structures
with a similar topology.
Keywords: Electroactive polymer actuators, soft robotics, inverse kinematics,
nonlinear constrained optimization, smart structures
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1. INTRODUCTION
Electroactive polymers (EAPs) have been receiving the attention of researchers
since the mid-1970s. They are usually tailored as actuators (i.e. also known as
artificial muscles) and sensors [1]. The EAP actuators are considered to be
alternatives to conventional actuation means due to their specific characteristics
including

compliance,

low

electrical

energy

consumption,

suitability

to

miniaturization, biocompatibility, operation ability in air and aqueous environments,
and a high force output to weight ratio. Although the EAP actuators have a few
configurations, one configuration receiving significant attention recently is a multilayer laminated-configuration. A multi-layer laminated EAP actuator consists of a
passive layer as a cell separator and active polymer layers grown on both sides of
the passive layer as electrodes. Such actuators can operate in dry environments as
opposed to bi-layer ionic EAP actuators, which have to operate in a certain aqueous
electrolyte. In this study, we use the multi-layer laminated ionic EAP actuators. When
an electrical input is applied across the two polymer layers, they change their volume
due to the movement of electrolytic ions (anions and cations) in and out of the
electroactive polymer layers. This volume change generates a mechanical output, in
the form of a bending displacement and/or a blocking force when these actuators are
configured like a cantilevered beam. Besides tailoring the EAPs as actuators, they
can be used as sensors; when a mechanical displacement or force is applied, they
generate an electrical signal indicating the output [2].
Many applications based on the EAP actuators have been proposed before. These
potential

applications

include

swimming

devices,

crawling

robots,

micro

manipulators, robotic grippers, motion converter mechanisms and many more [3-8].
The EAP actuators are especially suitable for biologically-inspired robotics for which
actuators mimicking the characteristics of natural muscles are needed. For instance,
these actuators were successfully demonstrated in fish swimming as artificial
muscles articulating a caudal fin for propulsion [4].
In addition to utilizing the EAP actuators as artificial muscles in such bio-inspired
robotic systems, for more advanced applications, a complete model is required to
predict their whole shape behaviour in real time under an electrical input or under a
displacement or a force input if the electroactive polymer is used as a sensor.
2

Though there are some significant studies on modelling EAP actuators [8-13, 27],
majority of them focus on modelling the actuator as a cantilever beam and predicts
its tip displacement rather than its whole shape or overall configuration. These
studies generally follow a linear deflection principle based on small deflections not
higher than 20 % of the actuator length. However, these actuators can deflect as
high as 50% of the actuator length. With this in mind, there is a need for a more
accurate approach to estimate the tip deflection and the overall shape or
configuration of these active and soft robotic structures.
Soft robotics, which require soft and hyper flexible components to build a soft robotic
device, is an emerging robotics field. Several studies have been conducted on soft
and hyper-redundant actuators and manipulators built with conventional materials
and components. Whether the soft robotic structure is an actuator or a manipulator
with many DoFs, their kinematic model is developed following the same
methodology. While a soft robotic manipulator is a continuum system, a hyperredundant manipulator can be modelled as a discrete system consisting of serially
connected rigid links. When the number of links in the manipulator is high enough
and link lengths are small enough, the manipulator can be treated as a soft robotic
manipulator. There are some studies on such robotic systems inspired from nature in
which the working mechanisms of an octopus arm, an eel [14, 15], an elephant trunk
[16-17] and a snake [20] are mimicked. Following similar modelling principles,
Suzumori et al. developed a passive flexible micro-actuator fabricated from a fibre
reinforced rubber which is powered by air pressure [19]. These devices are built by
conventional actuation means such as tendons, pneumatic actuators, servo motors
and joints [20] or a passive material such as a reinforced rubber [16, 17, 19]. In the
literature, kinematic models are established for such soft and hyper-redundant
robotic systems using a so-called backbone curve approach [20-24]. The backbone
curve approach assumes that the posture of the manipulator is represented by a
spatial curve (backbone) and the links of the whole manipulator are fully oriented
along (or tangent to) this curve. Formulating the backbone curve of the soft robotic
structure is straight forward for a continuum hyper-redundant system. However,
obtaining inverse kinematic and/or dynamic solutions of a soft robotic structure can
be difficult. In the literature, there are several methodologies such as modal based
approach [20, 21, 24], optimization [22, 23] and tractrix based approaches [25, 26] to
3

solve the inverse kinematic problem of soft hyper-redundant robot manipulators or
actuators. These methodologies can be extended to soft manipulation systems
based on EAP actuators.
This paper presents an effective methodology to model and solve the inverse
kinematics of a bending type EAP actuator which is treated as an active and soft
robotic manipulator with a very large kinematic redundancy. We employ an
optimization method (AngleOPT) in order to solve the hyper-redundant inverse
kinematic model. We have also employed an image processing technique to
measure the tip position of the PPy-EAP actuator as a function of time and used
these data as the input to the hyper-redundant inverse kinematic model in order to
estimate the angular position, velocity and acceleration (i.e., joint variables) of each
segment or each link forming the soft robotic structure (the PPy-EAP actuator). After
demonstrating the capability of the AngleOPT for estimating the joint variables, a
parametric model is also established in order to obtain a relation between the
electrical input (i.e. voltage) and the EAP actuators’ tip coordinates as a function of
time. This parametric model is then employed to calculate the tip coordinates of the
actuators for the whole shape estimation algorithm (the AngleOPT). The parametric
model can be used to estimate the tip coordinates when it is not possible to measure
or retrieve the tip coordinates of a given actuator for the shape estimation algorithm.
The parametric model complements the inverse kinematic algorithm in estimating the
whole configurations of a given actuator as a function time.
The primary contribution of this study is to propose an effective methodology for
modelling the kinematic behaviour the EAP actuators and employing a constrained
optimization method to solve the hyper-redundant inverse kinematic model such that
the position of each link in the hyper-redundant structure is physically compatible
with the overall shape of the EAP actuator. It must be noted that we have modelled
the EAP actuator as an active and soft robotic structure with hyper-redundant
degrees of freedom. When solving its hyper-redundant inverse kinematic model, the
multiple solutions for the inner links are eliminated by specifying proper upper and
lower boundaries and constraints for the joint angular positions reflecting the
physical configuration of the actuator during operation. The same controllability over
the joint positions, and therefore over the whole shape of the soft robotic structure
cannot be achieved with an analytical method or numerical techniques based on
4

inverting the manipulator’s Jacobian matrix (pseudo-inverse as the EAP actuator is
modelled as a hyper-redundant system).
2. ELECTROACTIVE POLYMERS: Fabrication & Operation Principles
The electroactive polymers are smart materials derived from monomers; commonly
from pyrrole, thiophene and aniline. They have been used to establish various
devices including sensors, membranes and materials for energy storage and
actuators [2-7].
In this paper, the multi-layer laminated electroactive polymer actuator type is used.
Pyrrole monomer is used to fabricate the EAP actuator’s active polymer layers by
following a number of steps. Firstly, both sides of a non-conductive porous layer (i.e.
polyvinylidene fluoride, PVDF) were sputter coated with a thin gold layer to obtain a
conductive substrate with a resistance as low as 20Ω. The PVDF layer acts as an
electrochemical cell separator and also stores electrolytic ions (e.g., Li.TFSI). The
PVDF layer used in this study is 110 µm in thickness as received. Meanwhile, a
polymer

growth

solution

containing

pyrrole

monomer

(0.1

M),

lithium

triflouromethanesulfonimide (Li+TFSI−, 0.1 M) and 1 % water in propylene carbonate
(PC) was prepared for the polymerisation process. Then the gold coated PVDF was
submerged in this solution using supports to prevent any short circuit between a
working electrode (the gold coated PVDF) and a counter electrode. The polypyrrole
(PPy) layers were galvanostatically grown from the growth solution at a current
density of 0.1 mAcm−2 for 12 hours on the gold coated PVDF. This polymerisation
process provides ~30 µm thickness of PPy layer on both sides of the gold coated
PVDF. The total thickness of the laminated PPy based EAP actuator was
approximately 170 µm. The laminated polypyrrole based electroactive polymer
actuator is called PPy-EAP actuator throughout the paper unless otherwise stated.
The PPy-EAP actuator’s laminated (tri-layer) configuration and operation principle
are depicted in Fig.1.
The PPy-EAP actuator’s operation principle is based on the energy conversion from
an electrochemical process to a mechanical output. An electrical input applied to the
polymer layers stimulates counter-ions to move in and out of the PPy layers. The
TFSI− anions move from the electrolyte stored in the PVDF layer into the positively
charged PPy layer and an opposite reaction happens in the other PPy layer in order
5

to neutralize the
e charge in
n the PPyy layers. This
T
ion movement ccauses a volume
PPy layer and
a a volu
ume contraaction in th
he other
expanssion in the positively charged P
PPy la
ayer. Thiss electro-c
chemo-me chanical process
p
th
hus gene rates a bending
b
behaviour in the PPy-EAP actuator,
a
a
as illustrate
ed in Fig.1.

PP
Py+ (TFSI−) + Li+ + e− ↔ PPy◦ (Lii.TFSI−)
(d
doped, oxidizzed state)
(undope
ed, reduced sstate)
nd the operattion principle
e of the lamin
nated PPy-EA
AP actuator
Fig.1. Structure an

NEMATIC ANALYSIS
A
S OF THE EAPs: A Soft Robo
otic Modellling Apprroach
3. KIN
The be
ending beh
haviour of the EAP actuator shown
s
in Fig.
F 1 can be estima
ated by
employying the classical
c
beam theo ries such as Euler--Bernoulli and Timo
oshenko
beam ttheories [1
12]. Howev
ver, these theories assume
a
tha
at the beaam materia
al has a
constant modulu
us of elastticity and tthe beam shows a linear defflection behaviour
such th
hat the lon
ngitudinal deflection
d
o
of the beam is neglig
gibly smalll and the traverse
deflection is lesss than 20 % of the beam leng
gth [12]. The
T EAP aactuators not
n only
genera
ate non-line
ear and ve
ery large d
deflections
s, but also
o have conndition-dep
pendent
propertties (e.g. Modulus
M
of elasticityy of the EA
AP actuato
or changess as a function of
the ele
ectrical stim
mulus applied to the
e EAP actu
uator). The
erefore, thhe classica
al beam
theorie
es fail to esstimate the
e highly no
on-linear deflection
d
of
o the EAP
P actuators
s. For a
given a
actuator tip
p deflections (X, Y), iit is challenging to estimate thee whole sh
hape of
the EA
AP actuator as a con
ntinuum strructure esp
pecially for medical application
ns such
as usin
ng it as a catheter. We empl oy the bac
ckbone curve approaach to obttain the
hyper-rredundant kinematic model of tthe PPy-EA
AP actuato
or.
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The ba
ackbone curve appro
oach assu
umes that a special curve callled the ba
ackbone
curve passes th
hrough the geomettric centre
e of each
h link of the manipulator.
Previou
usly, we employed
e
this appro
oach to model
m
the kinematiccs of a PP
Py-EAP
actuato
or generatiing a lamin
na emerge
ent 3D mottion from its initial plaanar config
guration
[28]. Th
he kinematic model of
o the PPy--EAP actuator is com
mprised of ttwo steps;
1. Obtain a paramete
erized fun
nction to describe the PPyy-EAP ac
ctuator’s
backbone curve,
nts by gene
erating and
d orientatin
ng the crosss sections
s of the
2. Do the linkk alignmen
PPy-EAP actuator utilizing Frenet fo
ormulations
s and Deenavit-Harttenberg
transforma
ations assu
uming thatt the cross
s sections are
a alwayss perpendicular to
the backbo
one curve.
Fig.2 illlustrates the
t PPy-EA
AP actuato
or’s soft ro
obotic man
nipulator reepresentation and
the parrameters describing
d
the
t backbo
one curve.
The ba
ackbone curve of the
e PPy-EAP
P actuatorr can be defined,
d
in Euclidean
n space
with respect to itss origin at the
t fixed e
end of the actuator,
a
as
,
where
parame
eter

,

,

,

,

,

,

: 0,

→

∈ 0,
0

in time
e t [30]. L iss the overa
all length of the backbbone curve
e.

(1)

assigns a position
n in the Eu
uclidean sppace to ea
ach link

F
Fig.2. The co
onfiguration of
o the PPy-E
EAP actuator is defined by
y its backbonne curve,
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The position vectors along each axis of the link parameter

are described as

,

cos sin

1,

(2)

,

sin sin

1,

(3)

,

sin

1,

(4)

where l is the length of each link. Each position vector is described relative to the
previous Frenet frame. Frenet frames also play a key role in calculating the
orientations of the discretised sections of the PPy-EAP actuator’s continuum
structure. The whole shape of the PPy-EAP actuator can be obtained by integrating
its backbone curve over the link parameter (differential increments,

if the PPy-

EAP actuator is modelled as a continuum system) from the fixed end to the free end
of the actuator or summing up the position vectors if the PPy-EAP actuator is
modelled as a hyper-redundant manipulator. The local coordinate frame (Frenet
frame) of each link

:

is described by the three orthonormal vectors;
e

dr/dσ

e
e

(5)

de /dσ / || de /dσ ||
e

(6)

e

(7)

This Frenet formulation describes the motion of this orthogonal local frame along the
backbone curve. The formulas for this motion are given as

,
where

(8-10)

,

and τ are the curvature and torsion of the backbone curve, respectively.

Since the PPy-EAP actuator is cantilevered, the bending motion of the EAP actuator
happens in 2D plane. This reduces the backbone curve of the actuator to
,

,

,

,

(11)

The backbone of the PPy-EAP actuator in 2-dimensional Euclidean space and its
position vectors are illustrated in Fig.3. It must be noted that the soft robotic
8

kinema
atic model using back
kbone curvve approac
ch has bee
en set up fo
for a generral case
(i.e. in 3D). This general kin
nematic m
model has then been reduced too a 2D model that
describ
bes the PP
Py-EAP acttuator’s be nding beha
aviour.

Fig.3. Po
osition vectorrs of the PPy
y-EAP actuattor model.

After o
obtaining the
t
analytiical expresssions forr the back
kbone curvve (Eq.11)) which
represe
ents the fo
orward kin
nematic mo
odel of the
e PPy-EAP actuatorr, we cons
struct a
constra
ained-optim
mization function, as presented
d in the nex
xt subsectiion. The so
olutions
(joint a
angles) of this functtion are th
he inverse
e kinematic
c solution of the PP
Py-EAP
actuato
or, from which we ca
an estimatte its wholle continuu
um structuure for a given tip
coordin
nate (X, Y).
3.1.. Optimiza
ation Meth
hod, Angle
eOPT, to Solve
S
Inverrse Kinem
matics
Inverse
e kinematiccs is one of
o the maj or problem
ms in robottics due too the existe
ence of
multiple
e solutionss or configurations fo
or a given manipulattor positionn in the Ca
artesian
space. Though an analy
ytical solu
ution can be obtain
ned for leess than 3-DoF
ulators, it is virtually impossi ble to obtain an analytical innverse kin
nematic
manipu
solution
n for high DoF manipulators (i .e. hyper-rredundant robotic maanipulators
s). With
this in mind, num
merical me
ethods can
n be employed to obtain the iinverse kin
nematic
variables; joint angles,
a
ve
elocities a nd accele
erations. Methods
M
suuch as Ja
acobian
matrix and leastt square estimation
ns are the
e possible methods to calcula
ate the
inverse
e kinematicc variables
s. Howeve
er, an optim
mization approach, w
which we call the
9

AngleOPT, simplifies the complexity of the inverse kinematic problem. It does not
require mathematical manipulations prior to computing the inverse kinematic
variables, provided that appropriate joint constraints are imposed on the inverse
kinematic solutions. In other words, we formulate the hyper-redundant inverse
kinematic problem of the PPy-EAP actuators as a constrained optimization problem.
The AngleOPT approach reported in this paper is solved by employing fmincon
function of MATLAB which uses the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP)
algorithm. Although the SQP is relatively easy to implement, this algorithm does not
necessarily find global minimum(s) unless initial values of the variables and
constraints for these variables are selected based on the physical configuration of
the manipulator. If the function ‘f ’ represents the hyper-redundant kinematic model of
the soft robotic structure, the joint variables can be found by minimizing the function
‘f ’ with a set of local constraints, as presented below;

min
i.
ii.

, , ,

12

lower and upper boundaries
constraints between and for joint angles

where l is the length of the individual links,

∙
is the joint angle in xy-plane, X and Y

are the tip coordinates of the PPy-EAP actuator relative to the fixed (base) point of
the PPy-EAP actuator, lb and ub are the lower and upper boundaries for the joint
angles, respectively.

∙

are the constrained relations for the joint angles. It

must be noted that a joint angle closer to the free end of the PPy-EAP actuator
should be larger than the joint angles closer to the fixed end. This follows that the
constraints should reflect the physical configuration of the actuator. To do that, we
propose an adaptive method for specifying the constraint relations of the PPy-EAP
actuator. The constraints are updated for each configuration of the actuator as a
function of time. Further details on the implementation of the AngleOPT are provided
in Section 4.2.
3.2. Comparison of AngleOPT Approach with Jacobian and Analytical
Methods

10

An analytical solution of the inverse kinematic problem is the ideal method to
determine the kinematic configurations of a robot manipulator for a given tip position.
However, analytical methods are limited to low degree-of-freedom manipulators. In
other words, it is virtually impossible to establish an analytical inverse kinematic
model for a hyper-redundant manipulator. Further, it is not possible to determine the
manipulator configurations with a smooth transition from one link to another such
that all links of the manipulator form a smooth continuum manipulator. The higher is
the number of links of the manipulator, the higher is the number of kinematic
configurations. Even though the coordinates of both ends of the EAP actuator are
known, many different kinematic configurations satisfying these boundary conditions
can be obtained. In order to estimate the exact kinematic configurations of an active
soft structure such as EAP actuators, analytical joint constraints are required if the
active soft structure is modelled as a hyper-redundant system. This is a time
consuming and tedious task requiring a higher computation power.
The Jacobian method generates solutions for a given configuration of a manipulator
with an error accumulation from the first configuration to the next configuration. This
follows that the higher is the number of configurations, the higher is the error
associated with the final configuration. The Jacobian method also requires additional
mathematical manipulations and constraints in order to have a control on the
estimated the backbone curve/shape of the PPy-EAP actuator. More importantly, the
Jacobian-matrix based methods can be numerically unstable when approaching a
kinematically singular configuration [29]. Further, for a hyper-redundant system, the
Jacobian matrix is not square and therefore, obtaining its inverse is problematic and
introduces further numerical inaccuracies due to the inversion of a non-square
matrix. The Jacobian method also requires finer increments from one configuration
to another, requiring a relatively higher computation power or time. On the other
hand, the AngleOPT, as an optimization based method, calculates joint angles for
every configuration with no error accumulation. Also, the AngleOPT method does not
require small incremental changes of the configuration as it searches for the joint
angles for a given configuration. More importantly, the AngleOPT method allows the
accurate shape estimation of the manipulator such that it finds the joint angles
reflecting the continuum structure of the PPy-EAP actuator.
3.2.1. A 2-DoF model representation
11

A two llink manipulator is used to com
mpare the AngleOPT
T method w
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method
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m
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1
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f
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uch higherr errors evven for a simple
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Jacobia
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Fig.5. Tip error comparison between the analytical, the Jacobian and the AngleOPT methods. There
is an error accumulation in the Jacobian solution as it is based on previous kinematic calculations

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS TO VERIFY INVERSE KINEMATIC MODEL
Experiments were conducted to obtain the PPy-EAP actuator’s tip displacement for
the electrical input ranging from 0.25 to 1.0V. We employed the actuation and image
processing systems depicted in Fig.6. The electrical input signals were generated
using a SIMULINK program, and passed through an USB-type NI-DAQ card (NI
USB-6251) to a potentiostat. The electrical input supplied from the potentiostat was
applied to the PPy-EAP actuator using a gold coated clamp. The motion of the PPyEAP actuators was recorded using a digital camera (Nikon D5100). The videos were
recorded at 30fps which was sufficient to record the bending motion of the PPy-EAP
actuators. The PPy-EAP actuators were stimulated for ~40 seconds depending on
the electrical input (step input) ―to cover the total bending range of the PPy-EAP
actuator; from its neutral (the actuator is straight and not activated) to its fully
charged (maximum bent) state. After recording the PPy-EAP actuators’ bending
motion under different electrical inputs, the recorded videos were analysed to
determine the tip displacement data by an image processing algorithm. The whole
experimental setup including the actuation of the PPy-EAP actuators, the image
processing and the hyper-redundant inverse kinematic solution algorithms is

13

illustrated in Fig.6. The PPy-EAP actuators used in the experiments had the same
dimensions, 20 x 3 x 0.17mm, length, width and thickness, respectively.
The accuracy of the hyper-redundant inverse model and its solution is evaluated by
calculating the root means square (RMS) of the error. In this case, the RMS is
applied to the error between the experimental tip displacement data extracted from
the images and the tip data re-generated from the joint angles estimated by the
AngleOPT and the Jacobian methods. The RMS error for the tip data is calculated
from

16

17

4.1. Image Processing
The image processing algorithm used in this study consists of two steps; i)
generating images from the video recorded, ii) extracting tip coordinates (X, Y) from
the images. The images were extracted in every second or half a second depending
on the duration of the bending motion of the PPy-EAP actuator and frequency of the
electrical input. After the image extraction from the videos recorded, another
program was employed to obtain the tip displacement data (X,Y) of the actuator.
These tip coordinates are the inputs for the inverse kinematic model to predict the
whole configuration of the PPy-EAP actuator from its no-input state to the fully
charged state.
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Fig.6. The schematics of the experimental system and the inverse kinematic solution method for the
PPy-EAP actuator
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4.2. Solution of a 16-DoF Model and Its Boundary/Constraint Specifications
As stated before, the PPy-EAP actuator can be modelled as a soft robotic structure
with a high degree of redundancy. Here we model it as a 16-DoF hyper-redundant
system with the optimization function in Eq.18 in order to calculate the angular
positions of its 16 joints. For the tip coordinates (X,Y) of the PPy-EAP actuator, the
optimization function is constructed as

min

cos
sin

cos
sin

…
…

cos
sin

16

18

It must be noted that the number of degrees of freedom is chosen 16 here for the
sake of convenience. Any appropriate high DoF can be considered similarly -- the
higher is the DoF, the more accurate is the configuration estimation. The joint angles
describing the link positions should be such that there is a smooth transition from
one link to the next to accurately match the physical configuration of the actuator.
This cannot be demonstrated with a 2-DoF model presented in Section 3.3.1. We
have employed the AngleOPT method to solve the inverse kinematic problem
described here in order to find the joint positions of the 16-DoF PPy-EAP actuator.
The joint positions calculated will generate a shape correspondence between the
real PPy-EAP actuator and the 16-DoF hyper-redundant model in real time.
To obtain the joint positions compatible with the physical configuration of the polymer
actuator, we set joint boundaries and constraints. To this aim, we introduce an
adaptive constraint speciation approach to have an accurate shape correspondence
between the real PPy-EAP actuator and the instantaneous solutions obtained from
the 16-DoF hyper-redundant model. The adaptive constraint speciation approach
updates the constraints and boundaries instantaneously for every configuration of
the actuator estimated from the hyper-redundant model. For instance, the joint
angles (bending angles) of the links of the hyper-redundant model should have an
increasing trend from the first link to the last link which is the free end of the PPyEAP actuator; the joints closer to the free end of the PPy-EAP actuator should have
a relatively higher deflection angle. Further, the joint angles closer to the free end of
the actuator have a larger change (a higher angular velocity) which should be
16

reflecte
ed on the constraints and bou
undaries. Once
O
the proper
p
phyysical para
ameters
(i.e. lin
nk lengths)) and the constraintss and bou
undaries are assigneed to the 16-DoF
inverse
e kinematicc model, the
t
AngleO
OPT determ
mines the joint anglees describ
bing the
overall configurattion of the actuator o
or the man
nipulator as a continuuum syste
em. The
assigne
ed constra
aints/relatio
ons used fo
for solving the inverse kinemattics of the 16-DoF
hyper-rredundant actuator are
a given in
n Appendix
x A.
The tra
ansient con
nfigurations
s of the 16
6-DoF hype
er-redunda
ant model aand the re
eal PPyEAP acctuator are
e shown in
n Figures 7
7-10 which show the
e motion pprofiles of the
t real
actuato
or and the model actuator from
m the neutra
al state (aligned with the y-axis
s) to the
final sttate, and th
he local co
oordinate fframes (i.e
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PPy-EA
AP actuato
or’s estima
ated shape
e. As mentioned abov
ve, the loccal coordinates do
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ay a significcant role in 2D inverrse kinema
atic shape estimationn of the PP
Py-EAP
actuato
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ed to calcculate curv
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t
PPy-E
EAP actuattor and
orienta
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mated shap
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ation cycle
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inputs, respective
ely.
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The RM
MS errors between the
t estimatted and ex
xperimenta
ally obtaineed tip coorrdinates
are givven for variious electrical inputs in Table 1.
1 The clos
se correspoondence between
b
the exp
perimental and numerical resu
ults demon
nstrates the
e efficacy of the Ang
gleOPT
method
d, and th
he constra
aints and conditions
s applied while soolving the hyperredund
dant inversse kinemattic model. The resullting RMS errors aree possibly due to
numeriical trunca
ations and experimen
ntal measu
urement errrors. Alsoo, the RMS
S errors
calcula
ated for the
e tip coord
dinates esstimated by
y the Jaco
obian methhod described by
Eqs. 19
9-21 are shown in Ta
able 2 for a comparis
son with th
he results oobtained frrom our
optimizzation base
ed approach, the An
ngleOPT. For
F a given end poinnt coordina
ates (X,
Y), the well-know
wn Jacobian
n method iis given by
y
(19)
(20)
where pseudo-invverse of th
he Jacobian
n matrix is described
d as
(21)
The R
RMS resultts indicate
e that the AngleOPT
T method is highly effective for the
solution
n of the inverse kine
ematic prob
blem of hy
yper-redundant systeems. On th
he other
hand, tthe Jacobian method cannot e
estimate the joint an
ngles accuurately, especially
when tthe configu
uration increments a
are not small enough
h. One of tthe main reasons
r
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for this inaccuracy of the Jacobian method for the inverse kinematic solution of the
hyper-redundant systems is the numerical instabilities associated with calculating the
inverse Jacobian, especially in the vicinity of the singular positions [28]. In addition to
this, the Jacobian method has no control over the calculated joint positions such that
they result in a continuum body configuration at every instant. As articulated above,
the AngleOPT method guarantees this configuration correspondence between the
hyper-redundant model and the real system, the PPy-EAP actuator.
TABLE 1. RMS errors between experimentally obtained and estimated tip data under electrical inputs
0.25 - 1.0V (method used for the inverse kinematic calculations is the AngleOPT).
RMS
axis

0.25V

0.5V

0.75V

1.0V

X

0.4511

0.7115

0.8456

0.4319

Y

0.6115

0.7829

0.4749

0.3846

TABLE 2. RMS errors between experimentally obtained and estimated tip data under electrical inputs
0.25 - 1.0V (method used for the inverse kinematic calculations is the Jacobian method).
RMS
axis

0.25V

0.5V

0.75V

1.0V

x

5.2610

11.3015

5.8409

11.8415

y

1.2846

8.6389

23.3172

35.1489

In addition to estimating whole shape behaviour of the PPy-EAP actuator using the
AngleOPT method, we include a parametric estimation method in the proposed
methodology that this parametric model estimates the tip displacement of the PPyEAP actuator as a function of time for a given electrical input. Integrating this
parametric model into the AngleOPT will result in a complete model estimating the
whole shape of the actuator in real time for a given electrical input. We have chosen
a quintic polynomial for the parametric model, as given below;
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⋯

(22)

⋯

(23)

where t is time, A V and B V are tthe input-v
voltage dep
pendent cooefficients.
arametric model
m
is va
alid for the
e PPy-EAP
P actuator with
w the diimensions of 20 x
This pa
3 x 0.1
17 mm. Ho
owever, th
he paramettric model can be extended too estimate the tip
displaccements off different size
s
PPy-E
EAP actuators by introducing thhe dimens
sions as
anothe
er variable in the parametric m
model. Tip estimation results uunder a ra
ange of
electriccal inputs (0-1.0V)
(
arre given in Figures 11
1 and 12.

Fig.11. X coordinate
e of the tip po
osition estimation using the parametrric model

e of the tip po
osition estimation using the parametrric model
Fig.12. Y coordinate
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As sho
own in Fig
g.13, the AngleOPT
A
T method is more effective
e
thhan the Ja
acobian
method
d in estim
mating th
he angula r velocitie
es of the
e hyper-reedundant robotic
manipu
ulator model. The po
ossible reassons are that the Jacobian meethod suffe
ers from
the nu
umerical in
nstabilities
s, problem
ms associa
ated with the matrrix inversio
on and
singula
arity probllems as articulated
d above. Unlike th
he Jacobiian metho
od, the
AngleO
OPT method accura
ately estim
mates the angular velocities
v
of the PP
Py-EAP
actuato
or’s hyper-redundantt model. Th
he same methods
m
can be utilizeed to estim
mate the
joint angular acccelerations
s. The ang
gular acce
eleration estimation
e
of the PP
Py-EAP
actuato
or’s 16-DoF hyper-re
edundant m
model is also
a
shown
n in Fig.144. For the sake
s
of
brevity, the angu
ular velocity and accceleration estimation
ns for 1.0V
V electrica
al input
only arre depicted
d in Figures
s 13 and 1 4.

Fig.13.
F
Angu
ular velocity comparison
c
for
f the joints
along
a
the 16--DoF model of the PPy polymer
p
actua
ator
(Color
(
print)

Fig.14.
F
Angu
ular acceleraation comparison for the
joints
j
along the
t 16-DoF m
model of the PPy polyme
er
actuator
a
(Color print)

Fig.13. Ang
gular velocity comparison for all jointss of
the 16-DoF model of the
e PPy polyme
er actuator
(Color print)).

Fig.14. Ang
gular acceleraation comparison for all
joints of the 16-DoF moddel of the PP
Py polymer
actuator (Co
olor print).
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4.3 Estimation of Velocity and Acceleration
We estimate the velocity and acceleration of the actuator tip point from the angular
velocity and acceleration of all joints of the 16-DoF hyper-redundant model. We have
used two methods to determine the velocity and acceleration of the PPy-EAP
actuator; i) the AngleOPT method and ii) the Jacobian method. Required angular
displacements for both methods are provided from the configuration estimation
(AngleOPT) results.
As shown in Fig.13, the AngleOPT method is more effective than the Jacobian
method in estimating the angular velocities of the hyper-redundant robotic
manipulator model. The possible reasons are that the Jacobian method suffers from
the numerical instabilities, problems associated with the matrix inversion and
singularity problems as articulated above. The same methods are employed to
estimate the joint angular accelerations for the 16-DoF hyper-redundant model, as
shown in Fig.14. For the sake of brevity, angular velocity and acceleration
estimations for 1.0V electrical input only are shown in Figures 13 and 14. The
experimental velocity and acceleration data in Figures 13 and 14 are obtained from
the variation of the angular displacements of the joints over time ∆θ /∆t , and the
variation of the angular velocities of the joints over time ∆θ /∆t , respectively.
4.4 Discussion
2-DoF and 16-DoF hyper-redundant models of the PPy-EAP actuator are analysed
and their inverse kinematic shape estimation problems are solved using the
AngleOPT and the Jacobian methods. For the 2-DoF model, the AngleOPT method
and the Jacobian method were compared with the analytical method. the AngleOPT
method has performed as accurate as the analytical method. Although there was an
error accumulation in the solutions from the Jacobian method, the results were still
acceptable, but less accurate than the results from the AngleOPT method. For the
16-DoF hyper-redundant model, the AngleOPT method has been employed to obtain
the inverse kinematic solutions. The main reasons for choosing the AngleOPT for the
solution of the hyper-redundant model include (i) the AngleOPT method accurately
calculates the joint angles/positions of the PPy-EAP actuator, (ii) it does not
accumulates the estimation errors, (iii) the PPy-EAP actuator’s physical boundaries
and conditions can be considered for an improved configuration correspondence
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between the hyper-redundant model and the real PPy-EAP actuator, and (iv) the
AngleOPT does not suffer from the singularity problem associated with the angular
positions. As the AngleOPT is a non-linear constraint optimization method, the
adaptive constraints and boundaries can be applied to obtain reasonably accurate
inverse kinematic solutions. The adaptive boundary and constraints are updated at
every instant while all configurations of the PPy-EAP actuator are estimated as a
function of time. The 16-DoF hyper-redundant model solved with the AngleOPT
method generates a quite well configuration correspondence with the real PPy-EAP
actuator. As an extension of this work, we have established a dynamic model of the
EAP actuator and identified its dynamic parameters experimentally such that the
kinematic and dynamic models can be employed together to control the output
displacement of the EAP actuators using a feedforward control method not requiring
any external feedback data. With this in mind, an accurate kinematic model is
needed to estimate the actuator configuration accurately for a given voltage input so
that its positioning ability can be improved without using external sensors. It is not
practical to use an internal or external sensor to measure the actuator displacement
online for feedback control. The ideal solution is to have accurate models and invert
these models to control the displacement output. This work is well-underway and will
be reported in the near future.
5. CONCLUSIONS and FUTURE WORK
We have presented an efficient method to estimate the angular position, velocity and
acceleration of the bending type ionic EAP actuators, which is treated as a hyperredundant soft robotic structure. The proposed method, which solves the inverse
kinematic variables of the hyper-redundant model with 16-DoF, employs the
AngleOPT as the solver. The advantage of the proposed method is that it can be
applied to the solution of the inverse kinematic shape estimation problem of any DoF
hyper-redundant and soft robotic structures including artificial muscles like EAP
actuators. An image processing system has also been employed to obtain the tip
coordinates of the PPy-EAP actuator experimentally. We have employed a
parametric model to estimate the coordinates of the tip point of the actuator as a
function of time for a given voltage input. This model complements the methodology
to estimate the actuator’s whole shape deflection. The AngleOPT also demonstrates
a better performance when estimating the angular velocity and angular acceleration
24

of the 16-DoF hyper-redundant model. Though the examples in the present paper
are demonstrated for the PPy-EAP actuator (i.e. multi-layer laminated ionic EAP
actuator), this method can be used to estimate the kinematic configuration and
bending displacements of other EAP actuators. Estimating the whole kinematic
configuration of continuum active structures based on EAP actuators can find places
in biomedical applications such as a catheter or guiding a cochlear implant through a
3D spiral structure if they are designed for these tasks [32].
As future work, we will employ this nonlinear optimization method to solve the
dynamic model of the PPy-EAP actuators to be treated as the hyper-redundant soft
robotic structures. Also, the AngleOPT method will be extended to a 3-dimensional
inverse kinematic problem (i.e. 3D shape forming rather than only bending in 2D
plane) which includes a full representation of the electroactive polymer actuator with
cross-section orientations including a twist along the EAP actuator length.
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Appendix A: Setting Constraints and Boundaries
DoF=16
B=0.174
q0=[pi/2]1xDoF

1

Initial inequalities

for i=1:DoF

∙

0.061

end

:
:
for j=1:DoF

:

:

Inequality & boundary update

for k=1:n

.

180

end

0.5

180

lb, ub, θ0, A, b
AngleOPT
θs: Angular displacements
end
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|

| → |

|

| →

|

| |

We propose this algorithm to determine the boundary conditions and constraints for
the joint angles, which are adaptively changed n order to reflect physical conditions
of the real PPy-EAP actuator on the solutions searched. First, the initial inequality
values,

, for joint angles are assigned. Then these inequalities are changed by

time using the coefficient

. These inequalities constrain the joint angles to certain

values depending on the electrical input. Also, a continuous relationship between
neighbour joint angles, |

|

| | is assigned to ensure that the calculated joint

angles closer to the free end of the PPy-EAP actuator are larger than the joint angles
closer to the fixed end. k

and

are the time increment and the final time,

respectively that at each time increment, the boundaries/constraints are adaptively
changed as the real PPy-EAP actuator’s bending configuration changes.
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